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UET LAHORE ALUMNI REUNION 2017
Pakistan is being considered an emerging economy of the world with
Vision 2025. In this connection, China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) is the gateway to progress in which big economies are
interested to invest. It was expressed by Federal Minister for
Planning, Development and Reforms and notable Ex-UETian Prof.
Ahsan Iqbal while addressing the old students on 2nd Alumni
Reunion arranged by University of Engineering & Technology
Lahore. He said that the competitive world demands expertise and a
scientiﬁc approach for the country to progress.
While talking about energy crises he revealed that the government
about to add 11000 MW into installed system to address energy
crisis, the hydel power projects are also under working and
restoration. Similarly China has agreed to develop 9 industrial
zones which will enhance rapid industrialization to cope up with
unemployment and instability of the economy.

“The Minister Stated that UET graduates have
been contributing in the development of
Pakistan in all engineering sectors through
their unique ideas, skills and talent.”
Meanwhile Chairperson Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) an ExUETian Engr. Javed Saleem Qureshi said that PEC is taking
measures to empower the engineering sector and the engineers at
large. In this regard an
entrepreneurship policy has been
announced to facilitate the engineers, 2017 is expected to be the
year of engineers through consistent policies. At this moment the
Vice Chancellor UET Lahore and Ex-UETian Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad
Khalid said that the idea behind alumni reunion was to connect the
old students with UET for getting beneﬁts from their knowledge,
experiences and expertise for up gradation of curriculum, labs and
techniques to compete with other institutes. In this context, an
Alumni oﬃce has been established and Alumni Interim council has
been constituted. This will facilitate the alumni to link up with varsity
through their command on diﬀerent subjects. He said that the youth
must follow the footprints of the success stories of the legends of
UET for the multiple growth of Pakistan in all sectors. In the
ceremony renowned old students like MD NTDC Dr. Fayyaz
Chaudhary, CEO LESCO Wajid Ali Kazmi, Jawad Ahmad singer, Dr.
Amjad Pervaiz with their performances and so many others including
Ex-Vice Chancellor UET Lt. Gen® Muhammad Akram Khan, Deans
faculty, DSA Prof. Dr. Asif Ali Qaiser, Alumni Focal Person Dr.
Shumaila Shahzadi were present. Besides this, all departments
arranged diﬀerent programs in their premises as well. The worthy
Vice Chancellor presented crests to guests.
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UET BOOK FAIR SEASON 3

Books remove the doubts and enhance the knowledge of
learners to meet the challenges through varied approaches, said
the Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid while
addressing to faculty and students on the opening ceremony of
2-Day UET Book Fair’17 arranged by National Library of
Engineering Sciences at University of Engineering and
Technology Lahore. He stated that the relationship between
books and student, should be strong to explore the new
dimensions and areas for research. He further said that the main
objective of book fair was to attract the attention of students,
teachers and other professionals to monitor the trends and
diﬀerent approaches applied in various branches of knowledge.
On this occasion The Chief Librarian Dr. Ijaz Meraj briefed the
audience about the fair and books. He said that more than 30
famous publishers are participating in this event and oﬀering
books at discounted prices. It is beneﬁcial for authors,
publishers and researchers to attract the readers under one
umbrella. He also said that the university library is being
upgraded by addition of new books on diﬀerent topics and the
number of e-books are being increased as well.
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UET SYNDICATE ELECTION 2017
Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid approved the
names of teachers, as the members of Syndicate for the
period of 3 years against the seats allocated for their
respective category. Dr. Sabahat Alamgir for Professor, Dr.
Shahid Imran for Associate Professor, Dr. Farhan Saeed for
Assistant Professor and Hibbah Akhtar for Lecturer were the
elected teachers. During the meeting with newly elected
members, Vice Chancellor extended his best wishes and
expressed his hope that the new members will deliver their
constructive output to boost up the varsity.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR, QEC PRESENT THE PROGRESS
OF THE QEC IN THE EVENT OF 22ND PROGRESS
REVIEW MEETING ISLAMABAD
Deputy Director, Quality Enhancement Cell Ms. Shahida Munir presented the
progress of QEC in the event of 22nd Progress Review Meeting and Workshop of
Quality Enhancement Cells, falling under group I & II, held on 21-22 December,
2016 at HEC Islamabad. The meeting was chaired by Dr. Mohammed Raﬁq
Baloch (Director General Quality Assurance Agency, HEC Pakistan).

“Books remove the doubts & enhance the
knowledge of learners to meet the challenges
through varied approaches. (VC UET).”

MOU INKED BETWEEN
KICS UET LAHORE & HME

An MoU was inked between Mining Engineering
Department, UET Lahore and Geo-Mineral Associates
Punjab, Pakistan

JUNAID JAMSHAID STADIUM
Junaid Jamshed a former should be taken as a successful social
icon for the youth since he devoted him life to the serve the
humanity. It was expressed by Provincial Minister for Specialized
Healthcare and Medical Education Khawaja Salman Raﬁque at the
inauguration ceremony of Junaid Jamshed Sports Stadium and
condolence reference in memory of the former UETian, religious
Scholar and renowned Naat Khawan Junaid Jamshed at University
of Engineering and Technology Lahore. He further added that
Junaid’s life style is full of inspiration for the youth. As a legend, his
services for Pakistan are unforgettable. On this occasion, The Vice
Chancellor UET Dr. Fazal Ahmed Khalid praised Junaid Jamshed’s
generosity, kindness and his willingness to serve the humanity. He
said that his contributions towards the society are remarkable. He
conveyed great message to youth throughout his life and also gave
road map to accomplish their goals. It is matter of great pride that
Junaid Jamshed was student of UET. On this ocassion Juniad
Jamshed’s brother Humayun Jamshed and his sons Taimoor and
Babar stated that the incomplete mission of Junaid Jamshed will be
completed with the same spirit to serve the humanity. At the end,
The Vice Chancellor presented crests to the guests in the presence
of Pakistani cricketer Salman Butt, Deans, Faculty members,
administration along with a large number of students.
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Al- Khawarzmi Institute of Computer Science (KICS) University of Engineering
and Technology Lahore and Hayat Mahal Engravers (HME) Faisalabad signed an
MOU in the presence of Vice Chancellor UET Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid
in UET Lahore, in the presence of key personnel from both sides. As for this
agreement, HME will be a joint venture partner for research, development,
promotion and marketing of CNC 3D Platforms for Industrial Applications. Prof. Dr.
Fazal said that this joint venture will bring lucrative results for both the parties to
extend their relations in mutual areas of development. Vice Chancellor was also
shown the 3D Logo of the university made by HME. Before signing of the
agreement, Prof. Dr. Waqar Mahmood, Director KICS, delivered a presentation on
KIC’s activities and its research labs.

Vice Chancellor University of
A n i m a l a n d Ve t e r i n a r y
Sciences Lahore Prof. Dr.
Talat Naseer Pasha visited
UET Lahore

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between Mining Engineering
Department, UET Lahore and Geo-Mineral Associates (GMA) to “Review and
Analyze Coal Mine Support System of Punjab, Pakistan.’’ The MoU was signed by
Dr. Zulﬁqar Ali, Chairman Department of Mining Engineering Department UET
Lahore and Engr. Muhammad Khalid Pervaiz, Chairman, Pakistan Mines Owner
Association. Engr. Rashid ul Qamar Khan Managing Partner GMA, Engr. Mansoor
Iqbal, Engr. Zaka Emad and other faculty members of Mining Engineering
Department were also present. This partnership focuses on identifying
malfunctioning in support system of mines in Punjab and present solutions. Engr.
Muhammad Khalid Pervaiz Managing Partner GMA extended his strong support
for betterment of research facilities and for ensuring a good cooperation between
academia and industry. Dr. Zulﬁqar Ali said that this MoU is a step to improve the
industry academia relationship and will help to promote safe mining practices in
the province.
Vice Chancellor University of Animal and Veterinary Sciences Lahore, Prof. Dr.
Talat Naseer Pasha visited UET Lahore and met with the Vice Chancellor UET
Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid. Academic aﬀairs and collaborative research
in areas of mutual interest were discussed to develop strong liaison between the
academia.
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SSR GROUP OF KICS UET SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY IN THE UAE
Software System Research Group from KICS (Al-Khawarazmi Institute of
Computer Science) UET Lahore has signed an MOU with College of
Computer Information Technology (CCIT) of American University in the
Emirates (UAE) for a number of collaborative projects. As per agreement, the
two entities will collaborate in research projects, student project supervision,
talks in conferences at both universities, cultural exchange visits and online
lab for students. It was a two-day event held at the American University in the
Emirates. Higher oﬃcials from both sides were present at the occasion. Dr.
Usman Ghani from KICS UET Lahore led the delegation and signed the
agreement. He also delivered a research talk and gave a presentation on the
functionality of the KICS.

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON OUTCOME BASED
EDUCATION AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION
Outcome Based Education is transformational way of
bringing quality in education and ensuring success by
activating all components of education. This was
expressed by Malaysian Professor Ir. Megat Johri Megat
Mohd Noor while delivering lecture in the International
workshop on Outcome Based Education and its
implementation held at UET Lahore. He further said that
the era of teaching is over and now it is time of learning
through teamwork to bring all stakeholders close to each
other to open up new avenues of development through
education. He also stated that things are being redeﬁned to
face the challenges of upcoming era therefore the
educational institutions should play a dynamic role of
changing its conventional teaching methodologies.
Prof. Megat stressed to adopt the international standards
in order to meet the demands of market. In this regard,
curriculum development, pedagogical techniques and
linkages with industry should be the focusing areas.
Addressing to the participants in the workshop the Vice
Chancellor UET Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid said
that precision, ﬂexibility, assessment and participation are
the core values of OBE, which always encourage the
universities gain progress and bring change in deliverance.
He said that OBE is a paradigm shifting from conventional
education to result oriented learning. It provides new wave
of observing the world and its occurrences. Keeping in view
the importance of this approach UET has been
implementing it since many years with its true spirit. In this
connection, academic departments and other supportive

quarters are being persuaded to improve the quality of
education. The Vice Chancellor stated that the adaptation
of international standards will be helpful to get top position
in the international ranking of universities. In this respect he
said, UET is taking many steps to attain the goals of
development successfully.

3RD
INDUSTRIAL
OPEN HOUSE
& CAREER
FAIR 2017

A strong liaison between academia and industry can guarantee the
progress prosperity of country with visionary approach. In this regard,
long term and outcome based relations between both sectors must be
established properly. It was expressed by Vice Chancellor UET Lahore
Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid while talking to business community,
students and faculty on inaugural ceremony of 3rd Industrial Open
House and Career Fair 2017 (IOH&CF’17) held at UET Lahore. He
further said that collective eﬀorts can provide relief to our country from
diﬀerent crises and it will also be beneﬁcial for the youth to meet the
needs of local and international markets. Education sector will have to
produce quality workforce after the adaptation of upgraded curricula
and training facilities for students, he added. In this context, UET is
following this paradigm properly. He urged the youth to seek the latest
trends and technology from developed nations to build strong
economy. He also provoked industry to create job opportunities by
engaging the skilled youth for the development of country. This fair was
composed of eight themes in which Manufacturing, Services,
Computers & Electronics, Construction, Oil, Gas & Natural Resources,
Chemical, Process, Energy & Environment Industries were included. At
this occasion, Convener IOH&CF’17 Prof. Dr. Pervaiz Mughal
emphasized upon shaping the fertile minds into progressive approach
to attain the destination of prosperity of the country. It would be helpful
to stabilize the economic indicators to grab the professional skills of
youth. More than 75 companies attended this fair and conducted
interviews of students of ﬁnal year who displayed their projects. Product
Industrial Design Department of university also arranged an exhibition
of their products. Deans, business community, faculty, administration
and a large number of students were present on the occasion.

Deans of UET namely Prof. Dr. Abdul Sattar Shakir, Prof.
Dr. Ghulam Abbas Anjum, Prof. Dr. Nadeem Ahmed Mufti,
Prof. Dr.Nadeem Feroze, Prof. Dr. Shahid Raﬁque,
Additional Registrar Pakistan Engineering Council Dr.
Nasir, Registrar UET Muhammad Asif and other senior
faculty members were present. A shield was presented to
the resource person Prof. Dr. Megat Johari Megat Mohd
Noor.

SEMINAR ON “DRUG ABUSE
AWARENESS HELD AT CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING SEMINAR HALL
Commander Anti-Narcotics Force Brig. Khalid Mehmood Goraya
was the guest speaker of this event. At this occasion he said that
addiction of narcotics must be eradicated from its roots to safeguard
the youth and prosperity of Pakistan. He emphasized upon the
causes of eﬀects of drugs abuse. Drug use can be reduced through
public awareness seminar and campaigns. He enlightened the
achievements of Anti Narcotics Force (ANF) in Pakistan. He
recommended there should be awareness of dangerous eﬀects of
narcotics in the youth of Pakistan.
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1ST EXHIBITION OF STUDENTS’ PROJECTS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF PRODUCT & INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

SYMPOSIUM ON “ENERGY AND NANOMATERIALS”
A Symposium on “Energy and Nanomaterial’s” was
organized at the seminar hall UET Lahore collectively by the
Departments of Chemical Engineering and Physics.
Managing Director SNGPL and Ex-Uetian Mr. Amjad Latif
was the chief guest of this symposium. Delivering his
Welcome address Chairman Chemical Engineering
Department Prof. Dr. Naveed Ramzan extended his
gratitude and thankfulness to the VC, Chief Guest and
Speakers for taking valuable time out for the event. He said
that the department aims to be a leading Chemical
engineering institute through knowledge and academic
progress. Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid
appreciated both the departments for organizing the
symposium. He said that academia and Industry should
contribute to the innovations for developed nation. The
importance of Energy generation cannot be overstated due

to its pivotal share in industrialization process of country.
The chief guest Mr. Amjad Latif expressed that
nanotechnology is the technology of tools and techniques
that allow the atoms and molecules of all matter to be
understood and manipulated. At this occasion the
organizing committee, Prof. Dr. Naveed Ramzan, Chairman
Department of Chemical Engineering, Prof. Dr. Anwar Latif,
Chairman Department of Physics, Dean Faculty of Natural
Sciences, Humanities and Islamic Studies Prof. Dr. Shahid
Raﬁque, Dean Faculty of Electrical Engineering Prof. Dr.
Sohail Aftab Qureshi, Dean Faculty of Civil Engineering
Prof. Dr. Abdul Sattar Shakir, Deaf Faculty of Chemical,
Mineral & Material Science Prof. Dr. Nadeem Feroz,
chairmans from diﬀerent departments, faculty members,
participant from other universities and DSA Asif Ali Qaiser
along with a large number of students were present.

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON “OUTCOME BASED
EDUCATION OBE IMPLEMENTATION”
International workshop on “Outcome Based Education (OBE)
Implementation” was held at Auditorium Complex of UET Lahore.
Minister for Higher Education Punjab, Syed Raza Ali Gillani was the
chief guest and Malaysian Ir. Azlan Bin Abdul Aziz was the
Resource person of this event. At the inaugural session of
workshop the Minister said that the era of teaching has been over
and now it is time of learning through teamwork to bring all
stakeholders close to each other for a new path of development
through education. He further said that the Government of Punjab
is fully committed to bring quality in education and in this regard
eﬀective measures are being taken. Educational Reforms and
related changes can take the country to the road of progress. The
VC, Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid said that the universities are the
power house of knowledge for the national development,precision,
ﬂexibility, assessment and participation are the core values of OBE
which always allow the universities to get progress and bring about
change in deliverance. He further said that traditional role of
universities has produced graduates in Engineering, Managing,
Planning, Designing, Architecture and in other ﬁelds as well,
however the role of universities in the modern era is to provide
information and knowledge. Malaysian Professor Ir. Azlan Bin
Abdul Aziz stressed upon his regard, curriculum development
pedagogical techniques, linkages with industry should be the
focusing areas. He gave a Presentation on “OB Engineering
Education Complex Problems and a case study in Project Oriented
Problem Based Learning”. At this occasion all Deans, Additional
Registrar Pakistan Engineering Council Dr. Nasir, Registrar UET
Muhammad Asif, other senior faculty members and large number
of students were present. A souvenir was presented to Minister for
Higher Education Punjab Syed Raza Ali Gillani by Vice Chancellor
UET.
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The Department of Product & Industrial Design, U.E.T
Lahore organized its 1st exhibition of students’ projects. The
core objective of this event was to provide a forum for the
students to exhibit their creative work to the industrial
organizations. Vice Chancellor, U.E.T inaugurated the
exhibition and appreciated students projects which were
diverse in nature. Exhibition represented the skills acquired
by the students in diﬀerent academic years. A large number
of students from other departments and experts from the
industry also visited and appreciated the students.

DELEGATION OF STUDENTS FROM BALUCHISTAN VISITS
UET LAHORE
Provincial harmony is the need of time towards
strengthening our unity and making a bright
future. It was said by Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr.
Fazal Ahmad Khalid while talking to the
delegation of students from diﬀerent universities
of Baluchistan at UET Lahore. He said that it is a
matter of concern the we secure the nation with
collective eﬀorts to ensure a progressive land for
upcoming generation because our youth has
capabilities to translate the dreams of
development. He also stated that China Pakistan
Economic Corridor is a big opportunity to avail for
setting our country on the round to prosperity. The
VC mentioned that UET is open to all and
everyone should beneﬁt with the expertise of
each other. A dinner was arranged for the
students. Registrar Muhammad Asif other faculty
member and a large number of students were
also present.

SEMINAR ON"ANTI-CORRUPTION MEASURES’’
A seminar on ‘’Anti-Corruption Measures’’ in
collaboration with National Accountability
Bureau Lahore was held at UET Lahore. The
VC Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid while
addressing the seminar stated that to make
corruption free Pakistan, it is our prime duty to
deliver with commitment and dedication in our
respective domains on ethical grounds. He
further said that all malpractice and wrongdoings must be discouraged and soft image of
nation should be built. He stated that
transparency must be ensured in all operations at every level which will uplift the socio- economic status of masses. Additional
Director Awareness NAB Lahore Ghulam Rasool said that zero tolerance is an eﬀective approach to eradicate the menace of
corruption because it is big hurdle in the stability of economy. He focused to develop character building societies by including all
stakeholders speciﬁcally the students who are the future leadership. At this moment, Dean Chemical Engineering Prof. Dr.
Nadeem Feroze, Director Students Aﬀairs Prof. Dr. Asif Ali Qaiser, Registrar Muhammad Asif, other faculty members and large
number of students were present.
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3DAYS INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY ICMBT’17
A 3-days International Conference on Management,
Business and Technology (ICMBT’17) was arranged by
Institute of Business and Management (IB&M) UET Lahore
from March 12th to 15th. While speaking to the audience,
as chief guest Vice Chancellor Government College
University Faisalabad Prof. Dr. Muhammad Ali said that
economic stability is always driven through concrete
strategic plan which is fully dependant on applied research.
In this regard, universities’ thinktank, should follow the
trends of developed world to bring socio-economic
revolution for uplifting the standard of life of masses. He
urged on the youth, researchers and business persons to
deliver for the growth of country within available resources
and try to own the land with time spirit. Meanwhile Vice
Chancellor, UET Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmed Khalid that
knowledge based economy is the only approach to attain
the destination of growth. Market-oriented research would
be fruitful to strengthen all economic indicators to stabilize
the country. Rector University of Management and

Technology Prof. Dr. Hassan Sohaib Murad focused to
develop synergy of planning to
setup business
plans by using modern
technologies of
management. In inauguration
ceremony,
Director Muhammad Shahid
Raﬁque and Dr.
Fiaz while brieﬁng the
participants
mentioned that this
conference was
designed to provide
an international
forum for business
r e s e a r c h ,
entrepreneurs,
scientists and
engineers to present
their research and its
applications in management, business and technology to
contribute in the society.

In the closing ceremony, Vice Chancellor Punjab University Prof. Dr. Zafar Mueen Nasir said that youth should be wellequipped with modern technology to attain the destination of economic development. In this regard, universities should work
jointly to shape the landscape of academia and eﬀective contribution for the progress of society. He also emphasized upon
commercialization of the research institutes to stabilize the economy in term of production of tangible and intangible
products. VC PU further stated that UET is biggest research oriented academic platform of Pakistan with magniﬁcent history.
He urged to adopt the entrepreneurial approach with modern techniques to excel in the world of competitiveness.
Meanwhile, Vice Chancellor UET Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid spoke that usage of latest technology can enable the country
to be enlisted in developed nations. He said that talent, technology and tolerance are key components for resource sharing
and for developing linkages among diﬀerent organization. He said that with the up gradation of curriculum and adherence to
the scientiﬁc skill universities can produce eﬀective workforce and new avenues of investment in all sectors. He expressed
that all ideas emerged in this conference will have potential business plans. Director IB&M Prof. Dr. Muhammad Shahid
Reﬁque and Dr.
Muhammad Fiaz
briefed the
audience about
conference,
participation and
recommendations.
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INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON HIGH PERFORMANCE
ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDING DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
A 2-days workshop on “High Performance
Energy Eﬃcient Building Design and Construction”
was held by Department of Architectural
Engineering and Design UET Lahore in collaboration with
Auburn University of Alabama USA at UET
main campus. Chairman Department of Architectural
E n g i n e e r i n g a n d D e s i g n , P r o f . D r.
Muhammad Arif Khan, Prof. Dr. Sabahat Arif and Dr.
Salman Azhar were organizers of the
event. The objectives of the workshop were to facilitate
design and construction of lightperformance, energy eﬃcient buildings and homes in
Pakistan and retroﬁt existing building
through capacity building of academia and industry
in research, education and practice.
Provincial Minister for Disaster Management
Mehr Ijaz Achalana was the chief
guest, while talking to attendees of workshop
he said that Energy eﬃcient policy
and planning may be adopted to cater down
the crisis and for ﬂourishing the
country’s economy. He said that the
construction of structures through
appropriate steps on scientiﬁc grounds will
be helpful to reduce the chances of
any accident which can be beneﬁcial to
architectural revolution. In the
workshop, American Architect
and Emeritus Prof. Norbert Lechner
from Auburn University
Alabama said that the usage of energy
in developing countries is
increasing rapidly in part because of
the massive consumption in
daily life. It is need of time to take
measures for conservation of
energy and adopt energy eﬃcient
devices and construction
techniques. He emphasized on the
importance of color and radiant
barriers in heat avoidance, insulation in
reducing energy usage and
comfort, solar responsive design, and
conservation of solar light for the whole
year. In inaugural session, Chairman Pakistan Engineering Council Engr. Javed Saleem Qureshi stated that with the
help of modern technology, durable and eﬃcient structure can be built. In this regard, trends of construction in developed
countries must be observed and eﬀort should be made to implement
these in our country.
Vice-Chancellor UET Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid stressed
upon adopting eﬀective and low cost strategies in designing and
constructing buildings. He said that for achieving the said task
awareness programs and assistance to policymakers must be assured
at large. Meanwhile, Chairman Department of Architectural
Engineering and Design Prof. Dr. Muhammad Arif Khan said that this
workshop would be helpful for architects, engineers, builders,
developers, planners, educationists, students and other related key
players in adopting innovation. The techniques discussed in this event
can be utilized at domestic and industry level simultaneously. Various
Energy eﬃcient equipment and models were displayed at diﬀerent
stalls. Prof. Norbert Lechner donated more than 150 books and
equipment related to Energy Eﬃciency. Big number of architectures,
engineers, designers and students attended the workshop. In the end,
shields and certiﬁcates were distributed among guests and
participants.

A DELEGATION OF PAKISTAN
ENGINEERING COUNCIL
VISITED UET LAHORE
A delegation of Pakistan Engineering Council visited
UET Lahore and had a meeting with Vice Chancellor
Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid. The matters of
accreditation and Outcome Based Education were
discussed in details.
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WORKSHOP ON “MATERIALS SYNTHESIS & CHARACTERIZATION”
ARRANGED BY DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
A Continuing Professional Development Workshop on “Materials
Synthesis and Characterization” arranged by Department of Physics
was held at Laser and Optronics Centre UET Lahore. The event was
designed to enhance professionals’ knowledge about materials
synthesis and characterization. The techniques of synthesis of novel
material and their structural, microscopic and optical
characterization were discussed in detail by diﬀerent resource
persons from the department in which Prof. Dr. Muhammad Shahid
Raﬁque, Prof. Dr. Anwar Latif, Prof. Dr. Rehana Sharif and Prof. Dr.
Khurram Siraj were included. 49 professionals from diﬀerent
engineering departments participated in this activity. At the end,
Dean Faculty of Natural Sciences Prof. Dr. M Shahid Raﬁque and
Convener CPD Prof. Dr. Habib distributed certiﬁcates among
participants.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2017
Punjab Higher Education Commission (PHEC) has a ﬁrm belief to
bring the quality of education for competing the world. On this line,
many initiatives are being taken by the government. It was
expressed by the Chairman PHEC Dr. Nizam ud Din while
addressing the participants of a 2-day International Conference on
Electrical Engineering 2017 arranged by Department of Electrical
Engineering at UET Lahore. He also said that the engineering
sector can contribute to the society through applicable and durable
solutions of many problems. For attaining this task, result-oriented
research must be explored with the assistance of modern
techniques. Chairman stated that consolidated eﬀorts and
outcome based input is required to be placed among international
universities to prove the performance of academia broadly. Vice
Chancellor UET Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid described
research as backbone of higher education and emphasized that it
must be taken up seriously by all stakeholders.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS AT UET LAHORE
International Women’s Day was celebrated at UET
Lahore. Historical imbalance status and deprived action
of rights are being addressed adequately by empowering
women. It was stated by Vice Chancellor UET Lahore
Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid while addressing to female
faculty and students in a seminar arranged by ASME and
Zimal Female UET Students Societies . He said that many
concrete measures have been taken by government after
its realization and approach to push the major part of
society into main streamline through economic and social
initiatives because no country can be developed without
empowering women. On this occasion, famous female
National Swimmer Kiran Khan said that dominancy
should be replaced with gender equality which is an
essential element to stabilize the society. And this
approach will enable Pakistan to compete with rest of the
world in every walk of life. Meanwhile Prof. Dr. Neelum
Naz and Prof. Dr. Rehana Sharif from UET, Prof. Dr.
Shazia from GCU Lahore and motivational speaker
Tanzeela also urged youth to demonstrate their potential
and excel in all growing ﬁelds for their productive role. In
the end, an awareness walk led by Vice Chancellor UET
Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid was also held in
campus.
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SEMINAR ON “OUR RESPONSIBILITIES
TOWARD ROAD SAFETY CHALLENGES
AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT”
A seminar on “Our Responsibilities Toward Road Safety Challenges and Traﬃc
Management” was arranged by National Highways and Motorway Police
(NH&MP) N-5 Sector North-III at Kala Shah Campus UET Lahore. While
speaking to the audience the Deputy Inspector General NH&MP Abbas Ahsan
said that sense of responsibility is the key of success for the concept of road
safety. So in this context, communal eﬀorts are required for all concerned
quarters to ensure road safety to get signiﬁcant results for reducing road threats
and accidents. He proposed that laws may be revisited as per the need of time to
manage the traﬃc conditions. DIG also highlighted that the department has
started training sessions for drivers in collaboration with diﬀerent organizations
to produce responsible road users. He also stated that the licensing process is
systematic and transparent which includes a package to get information
regarding National Highway codes and safety measures. On this occasion the
Vice Chancellor UET Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid said that speed up the
positivity on the road instead of the vehicle because life is a great blessing which
must be secured. He drew the attention of audience while addressing them to
the fact that UET is working to start Safety Engineering in collaboration with
many international universities. He stated that traﬃc management represents
the lifestyle of a nation towards the world which is a critical area to be focused.
With the increase in population of our country, more initiatives may be taken to
make safe road ride. Honesty & courtesy are the core values to develop
collective approach of conformation. In the seminar, Dr. Zahara Batool-PhD in
Traﬃc Safety Engineering briefed the audience about present conditions of
traﬃc and related challenges of Pakistan. Meanwhile, Senior Superintendent
Police and Ex-UETian Farukh Rasheed informed the audience about
performance of the department. Campus Coordinator Prof. Dr. Zafar Noon,
Dean Faculty of Civil
Engineering Prof. Dr.Abdul
S a t t a r S h a k i r, P r e s i d e n t
District Sheikhupura Bar Mian
Pervaiz, police oﬃcials, faculty
along with large number of
students were present in
seminar. In the end, shields
were distributed among
dignitaries.

AN INTERNATIONAL
WORKSHOP ON
OUTCOME BASED
EDUCATION AND ITS
IMPLEMENTATION

Research is the backbone of higher
education for attaining bright future.
Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal
Ahmad Khalid while talking to the
students of ﬁnal year, urged them to
cooperate for ensuring the
implementation of Outcome Based
Education as an active stakeholder.
He also said that new areas of
research should be explored to secure
prominent place in the university’s
ranking. Director Students Aﬀairs
Prof. Dr. Asif Ali Qaiser, President TSA
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Shoaib and
Registrar Muhammad Asif, faculty
members and students were present
at the moment.
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WORKSHOP ON APPLICATION OF GIS AND REMOTE SENSING IN
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
A 5-day training workshop on “Application of GIS and Remote
Sensing in Water Resources Management was ‘’ arranged by Center
of Excellence in Water Resources Engineering (CEWRE) at
University of Engineering and Technology Lahore . Vice Chancellor
UET Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid as Chief Guest of inauguration
ceremony said that country’s economy depends on the adequate and
management of water resources with the help of modern techniques.
So by adopting this approach, the country can be directed toward on
road of progress. Prof. Dr. Habib ur Rehman Director CEWRE briefed
the audience about the workshop and its beneﬁts for professionals
and students.

PRESENTATION REGARDING PREPARATION OF SELFASSESSMENT REPORT
Quality Enhancement Cell organized a Seminar for Program Teams
on “Preparation of Self-Assessment Report” at UET Rachna Campus.
Campus Coordinator Dr. Haroon, QEC Focal Person Mr. Atta-ur
Rehman, Program Team Members, Head of departments and other
faculty members attended the session. Deputy Director explained the
importance and impact of SAR. She also described the SelfAssessment tools including Criteria and Surveys Forms of SAR
Manual. The presentation was much appreciated by the participants
and they found it very helpful for Self-Assessment preparation in
various degree programs.

SYMPOSIUM ON “FUN MATERIALS IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY & CATALYSIS
A symposium on “Fun Materials in Applied Chemistry &
Catalysis” arranged by Department of Chemistry was held
at UET Lahore. Dean Faculty of Natural Sciences,
Humanities and Islamic Studies Prof. Dr. Shahid Raﬁque
was the chief guest of this event. The Chairperson
Department of Chemistry Prof. Dr. Syeda Rubina Gillani
welcomed the guest and participants and expressed her
views on the symposium and briefed about the importance
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of science and technology in present era. She added that
more such events should be arranged to aware the people
seeking the modern techniques as per era. At this moment
Prof. Dr. Shahid Raﬁque appreciated the department for
organizing this symposium. A number of distinguished
speakers from prominent institutes like Dr. Irshad Hussain,
Dr. Naeem Ashiq, Dr. Rizwan Raza, Dr. Khurram Saleem
Joya and Dr. Akhyar Farrukh briefed the audience about its
research experience from scientiﬁc
ﬁelds. At the end of the event, Prof.
Dr. Syeda Rubina Gillani and Prof.
Dr. Shahid Raﬁque alongwith Dr.
Khuram Saleem Joya the organizer
presented shields to the guest
speakers and certiﬁcates to
participants. Faculty members were
also present at this occasion .

HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION DELEGATION VISITS UET
LAHORE
The delegation from Higher Education Commission,
including Ms.Ayesha Ikram Director (Media and
Communication), Mr. Waseem Shahzad Deputy Director
(Media) along with the Journalist team visited UET Lahore
and had a meeting with Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr Fazal
Ahmad Khalid. Prof. Dr. Waqar Mehmood, Director AlKhawarizmi Institute of Computer Science presented the
progress in academic as well as in research developments
since last 10 years in university. Moreover, the HEC team
visited various departments including UET Power House,
UET Auditorium Complex, KICS, HUAWEI Centre, National
Library of Engineering and Science, GIS Lab of City and
Regional Planning Department. All mutual areas of interest
were discussed in the meeting and there was also a
question answer session in which diﬀerent aspects
including Faculty, Labs, Funds utilization, Research &
Development and Scholarships for the students were
addressed by the Dean faculty of Civil Engineering Prof. Dr.
Abdul Sattar Shakir. All the Deans, Chairmen, Registrar
Muhammad Asif, Control of Examination, Treasurer,
Convener of Admission Committee and Public Relations
Oﬃcer were present in this meeting.

IB&M UET LAHORE
LAUNCHED
ENTREPRENEURIAL
CHALLENGE &
AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
An Entrepreneurial Challenge & Awareness
Campaign (IDEA CANVAS & WWF) was arranged
by IB&M department in UET Lahore. Mr. Mirza
Shahid Ijaz (CEO SMC) & Mr. Khalid Ayaz (DG
Wild Life Punjab) were the chief guests of this
event. At this occasion students of IB&M displayed
various stalls regarding entrepreneurship ideas, at
this moment Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal
Ahmad Khalid appreciated the students for their
ideas of entrepreneurship and their eﬀorts. He also
appreciated the hard work put in by the organizing
team in helping students for a better future. He
stated that UET graduates have been persistently
contributing in the development of Pakistan.

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON
“EXPLORING DEEP BEAUTY IN
ARCHITECTURE RECONCILING
TRADITION AND MODERNITY”
A 3-day international workshop on “Exploring Deep Beauty in Architecture
Reconciling Tradition and Modernity” was arranged by Department of
Architecture UET Lahore in collaboration with Kansas State University and
Higher Education Commission Pakistan. The core objective of this event was to
explore the presence and experience of Deep Beauty in nature and architecture.
Three interconnected levels of design; Functional, Topological and Archetypal to
create buildings and landscapes characterized by deep beauty with a conceptual
model were also introduced in workshop. Diﬀerent technical session, site visits
and panel discussion were the components of the program.
The chief guest of inaugural ceremony Prof. Gary J. Coates, Kansas State
University said that the beautiﬁcation in art attracts demonstrative aﬀection. So, it
is a challenge for an architect, to create buildings and landscape by maintaining
deep beauty. He said that deep observation is the only way to attain Deep Beauty.
That’s why all aesthetic sensors must be activated adequately. Meanwhile, Dean
of Architecture and Planning Prof. Dr. Ghulam Abbas Anjum stated that
architectural studies play key role in infrastructure development of any country.
Modern techniques must be learnt to deliver on scientiﬁc grounds which will be
helpful to get the task of deep beauty for producing a masterpiece. At this
moment, famous
architect, Kamal Khan
Mumtaz and Taimoor
Khan Mumtaz were also
present to highlight the
topic in detail. All faculty
and students were there
in the event which was
concluded on 26th
March.
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HIGHER EDUCATION
COMMISSION
DELEGATION VISITED
UET LAHORE

A delegation of Higher Education Commission
comprising of Engineer Prof. Dr. Muhammad Tufail,
Professor and Dean Faculty of Chemical & Process
Engineering, Prof. Dr. Ghulam Abbas, Professor and
Chairman of Department of Computer Science, Dr.
Saeed Badsha, Associate Professors of Mechanical
Engineering Dr. Saeed Ahmad Buzdar, Associate
Professor of Physics and Director QEC, Ms. Humaira
Quddus, Deputy Director Quality Assurance Agency and
Mr. Muhammad Ali Baig, Assistant Director Quality
Assurance Agency visited the University of Engineering
& Technology Lahore for the review of M.Phill/Ms/Ph.D
programs. The review committee checked the
MS/M.Phill/Ph.D program ﬁles and had brief discussion
with faculty members and Ph.D students. The committee
along with Prof. Muhammad Ali Maud, Rana Naveed
Ahmad and Public Relations Oﬁcer Shahida Nazir
visited diﬀerent departments including Architect
Engineering & Design, City and Regional Planning,
Laser Center, Huawai Center, Language Center and
Research Centre. Higher Education Commission review
committee appreciated the infrastructure improvements
and developmental eﬀorts of the departments.
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UET LAHORE & INSTITUTE OF
PUBLIC SAFETY RESEARCH,
TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY CHINA
INKED AN MOU FOR A JOINT
ACADEMIC & RESEARCH
COLLABORATION PROGRAM
A delegation from the Institute of Public Safety Research Tsinghua
University Beijing, China visited University of Engineering and
Technology Lahore on 30th May 2017 to sign an MOU for a joint academic
and research collaboration program in Public Safety Research. MOU
signing ceremony was held at Vice Chancellor Oﬃce in UET and attended
by the Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid, Vice Dean IPSR
Tsinghua University Prof. Huang Quanyi and other key personnel from
both sides. Institute of Public Safety Research Tsinghua University will be
a joint venture partner for research and development projects. While
talking to the attendees of the event, Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid said
that this joint venture would be truly beneﬁcial for UET and Tsinghua
University to extend the relations in mutual areas of development. Prof.
Dr. Waqar Mahmood, Director Al khwarizmi Institute of Computer Science
(KICS) also delivered a presentation on research and academic
programs of UET Lahore. Following Dr. Waqar’s presentation, Prof. Dr.
Peng Du (Senior Engineer IPSR) presented his presentation on
“Introduction to the Institute of Public Safety Research”.The delegation
was also taken for a visit to the research labs of KICS such as CVML,
NWN, HPCNL, Huawei and GIS where they were presented the functions
of the labs. The delegation was briefed about the ongoing research
projects of the labs as well. In the end the guests were conferred with the
souvenirs by the VC.

INAUGURATION CEREMONY OF JAMIA MOSQUE UET LAHORE KSK CAMPUS
The inauguration ceremony of Jamia Mosque was
held today at UET Lahore KSK Campus. Vice
Chancellor Dr. Fazal Ahmed Khalid was the chief
guest of this ceremony. Dr. Fazal Ahmed Khalid along
with the Campus Coordinator Muhammad Zafar Noon
was obliged to inaugurate new Jamia Mosque as he
said that it was one of his top priorities to complete this
project.
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PAKISTAN INTER VARSITY FEMALE FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT FINAL ROUND 2016-17
Under the auspices of Higher Education Commission,
Islamabad “Pakistan Inter Varsities Female Football
Tournament Final Round 2016-17” was held in UET,
Lahore Football Grounds. The event was organized by
Lahore College for Women University. The Worthy
Vice-Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmed Khalid
inaugurated the opening ceremony with a Kick oﬀ.
11Teams participated in the ﬁnal round from all over
Pakistan.

UET MALE & FEMALE MARTIAL
ARTS AND MALE BOXING
COMPETITION 2016-17
UET ANNUAL (MALE & FEMALE) TABLE
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 2016-17

UET Sports Department organized UET Male & Female
Martial Arts and Male Boxing Competition 2016-17. On
the Closing Ceremony, the worthy Vice Chancellor UET
Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmed Khalid distributed the
medals among the players and also appreciated the
eﬀorts of players and Sports Department.

UET SECURES BRONZE MEDAL IN
ALL PAKISTAN INTER VARSITY
KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP
Dua Waseem from Department of
Computer Science & Engineering
UET Lahore got Bronze Medal under
50 KG Category in All Pakistan Inter
Va r s i t y K a r a t e ( F e m a l e )
Championship 2016-17 under the
auspices of Higher Education
Commission Islamabad, held in
Sardar Bahadur Khan Women’s
University Quetta.

UET, Lahore Sports Department has organized UET Annual (Male &
Female) Table Tennis Championship 2016-17 in Sports Auditorium Hall.
In this Championship 27 Players (17 Male and 10 Female) participated
from diﬀerent departments. The Male ﬁnal match played between Mr.
Abdullah Gul Awan (2015-CE-05) Vs Mr. Ali Arslan Arif (2014-ME- 55).
Mr. Ali Arslan Arif won the ﬁnal match by 03- 02, Mr. Abdullah Gul Awan
2nd Position, Mr. Abdul Basit (2013-Civil-27) remained 3rd Position and
Mr. Ezad Hameed (2017-MSTE-14) got 4th Position. The Female ﬁnal
match was played between Ms. Yashoda Wijesuriya (2014-Civil- 49) Vs
Ms. Ayesha Akram-Ul- Haq (2014-Arch- 37). Ms. Yashoda Wijesuriya
won the ﬁnal match by 02-00, Ms. Ayesha Akram-Ul- Haq remained in
2nd Position, Ms. Zoha Munir (2015-CS- 169) secured 3rd Position and
Ms. Nayab Jamali (2014-EE- 109) got 4th Position. At the end VC UET
Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmed Khalid distributed Cash Prize, Trophies
and Certiﬁcate among the players and also appreciated the eﬀorts of
players and Sports Department.

UET ANNUAL
CHESS
CHAMPIONSHIP
MALE &
FEMALE
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WORKSHOP ON PRIORITIZATION OF SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS SDGS
Department of Transportation Engineering and Management
participated in Consultative Workshop on "Prioritization of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)" organized by
Project Support Unit of Planning and Development
Department, Government of Punjab at Emerald Hall of Pearl
Continental Hotel, Lahore. During the workshop, priorities of
diﬀerent stakeholders for the sustainable development goals
were discussed. The workshop was headed by Mr. Jahanzeb
Khan, Chairman Punjab (P & D) Board. Prof. Dr. Ammad
Hassan Khan, Chairman Department of Transportation
Engineering & Management described the stakeholders about
the role of transportation engineering especially in SDGs Sr. 9
(Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure) & 11 (Sustainable
cities and communities).

A 2 DAYS WORKSHOP ON “SELF ASSESSMENT MECHANISM”
ORGANIZED BY QUALITY ENHANCEMENT CELL UET LAHORE.
A 2-day training workshop was arranged by Quality
Enhancement Cell UET Lahore. The topic of ﬁrst day was
“Self Assessment Mechanism”. In the event, the Vice
Chancellor UET Lahore Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid said
that adequate self assessment is beneﬁcial to improve the
quality of education and set the objectives for future to
attain. For this purpose, mechanism must be studied
through to meet international standards introduced by
diﬀerent organization. He stated that the ranking is crucial
for any institute and in this regards pedagogue techniques,
Lab works and other aﬀairs may be upgraded in result of
assessment which will also enable to be conﬁdant in
oneself. This approach also facilitates to develop take
oriented career too. Director QEC PU Dr. Amir Ijaz said that
quality can be enhanced by taking appropriate and required
measures in desired ﬁelds. He also described that
assessment in scientiﬁc grounds always strengthens its
prime objective to apply it in future plans for achieving goals
of next era. In the workshop all focal persons of QEC
belonging to main campus, Director QEC UET Dr. Amer
Aziz, Deputy Director QEC Shahida Munir, sub campuses
and aﬃliated colleges were present. At the end shield was
given to Director QEC PU.

FRENCH DELEGATION VISITED
UET LAHORE
A French delegation visited UET Lahore and held a meeting
with Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid.
Academic matters, joint ventures and other research
collaborations were discussed to develop strong ties
between both countries. The delegation informed that many
programs including French Language Course are being
planned for Pakistan to help out the students. VC presented
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FYP EXHIBITION AT DEPARTMENT OF PRODUCT &
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Final year thesis projects of session 2013 were displayed at
the Department of Product and Industrial Design on
4/4/2017, studio I, in UET Lahore. The display composed of
27 diverse projects of the students, covering diﬀerent
specialized areas of Product Design. The display also
included working models and posters of diﬀerent projects on
furniture design, technical products, mobile food carts and
medical aides. In continuation prize distribution ceremony
was also arranged to acknowledge the eﬀorts of the students
of ﬁnal year. Prizes were divided into two categories i.e.
Models and Posters. Three positions were announced in
each category and cash prizes were also given by the worthy
Dean Faculty of Architecture and Planning, School of
Architecture and Design Dr. Ghulam Abbas Anjum.

EID-AL- FITR CELEBRATION
University of Engineering & Technology Lahore
organized Celebration of Eid-Al- Fitr after the holy
month of Ramadan. It was arranged by the Public
Relations Oﬃce. The ceremony was attended by all
Deans of faculties, Heads of teaching and non-teaching
departments, Director Student aﬀairs and Registrar
Muhammad Asif. Eid-Al- Fitr Cake was cut by the ViceChancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad Khalid and he
congratulated all the guests on this occasion.

UET & KICS HIGH OFFICIALS ATTEND LUMS ROUNDTABLE
DISCUSSION ON FUTURE OF ENERGY IN PAKISTAN
UET & KICS High Oﬃcials Attend LUMS Roundtable Discussion on Future of
Energy in Pakistan. LUMS (Lahore University of Management Sciences)
organized an Energy Roundtable Discussion that took place on 3rd February
2017 at LUMS where thought leaders from government, industry and nonproﬁt organizations were invited. They shared their views and ideas on this
exceptionally important and pertinent matter on the topic of Future of Energy
in Pakistan. The LUMS advisory board members including Dr. Sally Benson,
Professor of Energy Resources Engineering and GCEP Director, Stanford
University and Dr. Khalid Aziz, Otto N. Miller Professor of Energy Resources
Engineering in the School of Earth, Energy & Environmental Sciences,
Emeritus, lead the discussion. From KICS (Al-Khawarazmi Institute of
Computer Sciences) UET Lahore, Prof. Dr. Waqar Mahmood, Jamshed Iqbal
Janjua (Senior Manager at KICS, Chair IEEE Computational Intelligence
Society Lahore Section, Vice Chair IEEE Computer Society Lahore Section),
Kashif Bashir (HUTIC UET Manager, Chair IEEE COMSOC Lahore Section),
Research Oﬃce Engineer Usman Munawar and Research Oﬃcer Shahid
Zulﬁqar participated at the discussion and shared their valuable thoughts.
The participants presented their views and discussed the areas such as:
From the Government Organizations: What are the needs for increasing
electricity supply and improving reliability, extending access to grid, use of
renewable energy, oﬀ-grid-solutions, expanded natural gas supplies, etc.
From the Industry: What are the opportunities for expanding availability of
energy supplies to support industrial growth and what are the challenges in
doing this.
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INTERNATIONAL FIESTA '17
ORGANIZED AT UET LAHORE
BY INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

AKASEE'17 WORKSHOP BY O.P.M
O.P.M inaugurated and started oﬀ AKASEE 2.0 with a brilliant workshop on Product photography. A huge number of
participants gathered in the seminar hall of KICS . Participants from almost every university of Punjab besides UET took
part in the workshop.

AKASEE'17 DESIGNING COMPETITION

AKASEE'17 PHOTO EXHIBITION

After AKASEE started oﬀ with an amazing workshop by O.P.M ,
a Designing competition was conducted in the Conference Hall
of National Library in which participants from diﬀerent
universities participated. The theme of the competition was
"Plant a tree, Save the Environment".

Photography Exhibition Module took place in the Exhibition Hall
of Architecture Department in which more than 250 entries from
almost every University of Punjab were displayed.

AKASEE'17 CLOSING CEREMONY & AWARDS DISTRIBUTION

SNYES 3.0
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CIVCON VI CANVAS PAINTING
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ENVIRONMENTAL ART EXHIBITION

31ST ANNUAL ALL PAKISTAN MEHFIL-E-MUSHAIRA BY UET
LITERARY SOCIETY

CIVCON VI BATTLE OF GEEKS 2

CIVCON VI CLOSING CEREMONY

SUFIFEST'17
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11th All Pakistan Environmental Art Exhibition arranged by
Environmental and Horticultural Society was inaugurated at
UET Lahore. In this event 40 plus universities took part with
their art display. This included 3D-Models, sculptures, painting
sketching and photographs. The core objective of this
exhibition was to aware the public about natural resources and
human. The topics ” When the Sun Rises”, Under the Oceans,
The Earth Whisper and Old Folk’s Nature were displayed. At
the opening ceremony Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad
Khalid said that the protected environment always reﬂects the
thinking and behavior of a society which helps to assess the
health of that society.

2ND ALL PAKISTAN MEGAMIND QUIZ

24TH UET ALL PAKISTAN DEBATING CHAMPIONSHIP

RETIREMENTS
Ÿ Prof. Dr Zahid Ahmad Siddiqui in Civil Engineer Dept retired
at the age of superannuation
Ÿ Mr. Mohammad Younas Bhatti (Admin Oﬃcer Legal Cell )
retired at the age of superannuation
Ÿ Mr. Javaid Iqbal Bhatti (Admin Oﬃcer Legal Cell )retired at
the age of superannuation
Ÿ Mr. Muhammad Shaukat Pervaiz (Admin Oﬃcer Computer
Science & Engg. Department )
Ÿ retired at the age of superannuation science
Ÿ Mr. Muhammad Jamil (Admin Oﬃcer Audit Branch) retired at
the age of superannuation
Ÿ Mr. Ijaz Ali Khan (Admin Oﬃcer , VC Oﬃce) retired at the
age of superannuation

Prof. Dr Habib-ur-Rehman
appointed as Chairman
Civil Engineering Dept
Malik Ali Ashraf
Joined as PRO UET Lahore
(Pubic Relations Oﬃcer)
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UET NEW MAIN GATE OPENING TO PUBLIC ............
.............GIVING ALTOGETHER A NEW LOOK

STUDENT'S SOCIETIES / CLUBS / DEPARTMENTAL SOCIETIES
UET Lahore has rich academic legacy. We are celebrating 96 years of academic excellence. The university have produced a
number of scientists, engineers, industrialists, entrepreneurs and professionals for diverse disciplines. Along with academic
accomplishments the institution has complete facility and infrastructure for curricular and extracurricular activities. There are
more than 20 student societies working under Directorate of Student Aﬀairs. These societies ensure that students get best
opportunity to showcase their talent. Moreover societies are the platforms to nourish potential of the students in a better way
and able them to cope up with professional challenges in the constructive way. These societies are helpful in projecting
positive image of university as well. Following are some of the societies working under supervision of the Directorate of
Student Aﬀairs.

Industrial & Manufacturing
Engineers' CLUB
(IMEC), UET Lahore

Girls Society

Dramatic Society

American Society
of Mechanical
Engineers

SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED JAN TO JUNE, 2017
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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Title
83-EE-ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP
BARI KHALIL SCHOLARSHIP
COCA COLA SCHOLARSHIP
DATTO MUHAMMAD SAIED & DATIN SARDAR AKHTAR SAIED SCHOLARSHIP
DIYA SCHOLARSHIP
ENGR IRFAN SCHOLARSHIP
FATIMA GROUP SCHOLARSHIP
FAUJI FOUNDATION 2015
FAUZI FERTILIZER COMPANY LIMITED NOT RECEIVED YET
GURMANI SCHOLARSHIP
ICE QUEST SCHOLARSHIP
IEP SAC SCHOLARSHIP
IQBAL BEGUM SCHOLARSHIP
IU DURRANI
KAKAYZAI ASSOCIATION PAKISTAN
KAMRAN EDUCATION FOUNDATION
LCCI SCHOLARSHIP
M. NASIR USMAN
MAAZ SHOUKAT
MUBARIK MIAN SCHOLARSHIP
NICT SCHOLARSHIP
PAKISTAN ENGINEERING CONGRESS
PEEF SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRESSIVE INTERNATIONAL
PEF SCHOLARSHIP
SENS SCHOLARSHIP
SWA SCHOLARSHIP
THE SCHEME SCHOLARSHIP
Omer A ab Memorial Trust
USAID SCHOLARSHIP
ZUBIDA HABIB & ZANIB HABIB
UET FEE CONCESSION
TOTAL

Scholarships-2016
2
3
11
4
44
1
12
41
2
10
11
8
1
3
6
3
15
2
4
1
0
33
219
0
56
1
6
13
39
38
1
926
1516

Society of Pakistan's Advancing
Chemical Engineers
Student Chapter UET Lahore
The American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers

Society of
Geological
Engineers
UET Lahore

Literary Society

The Society of
Petroleum Engineers
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SPORTS
INTER VARSITIES HOCKEY ZONE “D” CHAMPIONSHIP 2016-17
Under the aegis of Higher Education Commission,
Islamabad Inter Varsities Hockey Zone “D” Championship
2016-17 played at University of Engineering and Technology,
Lahore, Worthy Vice-Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmad
Khalid inaugurated the opening ceremony with a Ground
Shot. In this tournament 05 teams participated and the ﬁnal
match was played between University of the Punjab V/s
Government College University Lahore. University of the
Punjab won the match by 03-01. As per HEC Rules, the
Winner and Runner Up teams are eligible to participate in the
ﬁnal round of the Pakistan Inter varsity Hockey
Championship Session 2016-17.

PAKISTAN INTER-VARSITY HOCKEY
CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL ROUND
Under the auspices of Higher Education Commission, Islamabad
Pakistan Inter-Varsity Hockey Championship Final Round 2016-17
started in National Hockey Stadium, Lahore organized by
University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore from 14th to
18th March, 2017. 13 Teams qualiﬁed for the ﬁnal round from all
over Pakistan Following Teams participated (UCP Lahore, GCU
Lahore, Superior University Lahore, PU Lahore, University of
Peshawar, GCU Faisalabad, University of Karachi, International
Islamic University Islamabad, Baharia University Islamabad,
University of Science and Technology Bannu, University of
Sargodha, Islamia College Peshawar and Sir Syed University of
Engineering & Technology Karachi) University of Central Punjab
won the Pakistan Inter-varsity Hockey Championship Final Round
beating Government College University Lahore by 2-1 score in the
ﬁnal. Earlier, Superior University Lahore beat University of the
Punjab, Lahore by 5-1 score and secured the third place. Chief
Guest Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Fazal Ahmed Khalid and Director
General (Punjab Sports Board) distributed cash prizes, medals and
trophies among the winners and Runner up Teams. The Worthy
Vice Chancellor also appreciated the eﬀorts of UET Sports
Department for HEC and Director General for organizing such a the
mega event in National Hockey Stadium, Lahore.

13TH MR. UET LAHORE ANNUAL BODY
BUILDING COMPETITION, 2016-17

Mr. U.E.T. Senior and Mr. U.E.T. Junior Body Building
Competition organized by the Sports department of UET Lahore
in the University Sports Auditorium Hall on 15th December, 20.
Mr. Haroon Fareed from Transportation Engineering Department
Reg. No. 2016-TE-07 declared Mr. UET Senior & Mr. Ghulam
Murtaza from Mechanical Engineering Department Reg. No.
2014-ME-05 remained Mr. UET Junior in Body Building
Competition. On the conclusion of the event show poser Mr.
Mujahid Hussain World No. 04 National Champion Body Builder
displayed pose, Chief Guest the Prof. Dr. Gul Hameed Awan and
President Pakistan Body Building Federation distributed cash
prizes to Mr. UET Senior Rs. 6000/- and Mr. UET Junior Rs.
4500/- and Rs. 1000/- for each participants and also appreciated

UET ANNUAL TABLE TENNIS MALE &
FEMALE CHAMPIONSHIP 20162017

UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL LEAGUE UFL ‘17
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